Given the experimental evidence of charge order in the underdoped cuprate superconductors, we consider the effect of coexisting charge order on low-temperature thermal transport in a d-wave superconductor. Using a phenomenological Hamiltonian that describes a two-dimensional system in the presence of a Q = (π, 0) charge density wave and d-wave superconducting order, and including the effects of weak impurity scattering, we compute the self-energy of the quasiparticles within the self-consistent Born approximation, and calculate the zero-temperature thermal conductivity using linear response formalism. We find that vertex corrections within the ladder approximation do not significantly modify the bare-bubble result that was previously calculated. However, self-consistent treatment of the disorder does modify the charge-order-dependence of the thermal conductivity tensor, in that the magnitude of charge order required for the system to become effectively gapped is renormalized, generally to a smaller value.
I. INTRODUCTION
The superconducting phase of the cuprate superconductors exhibits d-wave pairing symmetry. 1 As such, there exist four nodal points on the two-dimensional Fermi surface at which the quasiparticle excitations are gapless, and quasiparticles excited in the vicinity of a node behave like massless Dirac fermions. 2, 3, 4 . The presence of impurities enhances the density of states at low energy 5 resulting in a universal limit (T → 0, Ω → 0) where the thermal conductivity is independent of disorder. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 Calculations have shown that the thermal conductivity retains this universal character even upon the inclusion of vertex corrections.
12 Experiments have confirmed the validity of this quasiparticle picture of transport by observing their universallimit contribution to the thermal conductivity, and thereby measuring the anisotropy of the the Dirac nodes, v f /v ∆ . 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 For some time, there has been significant interest 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 in the idea of additional types of order coexisting with d-wave superconductivity (dSC) in the cuprates. And in recent years, as the underdoped regime of the phase diagram has been explored in greater detail, evidence of coexisting order has grown substantially 24 . Particularly intriguing has been the evidence of checkerboard charge order revealed via scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) experiments. 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 And if charge order coexists with d-wave superconductivity in the underdoped cuprates, it begs the question of how the quasiparticle excitation spectrum is modified. Previous work 43 has shown that even with the addition of a charge or spin density wave to the dSC hamiltonian, the low-energy excitation spectrum remains gapless as long as a harmonic of the ordering vector does not nest the nodal points of the combined hamiltonian. However, if the coexisting order is strong enough, the nodal points can move to k-space locations where they are nested by the ordering vector, at which point the excitation spectrum becomes fully gapped. 44, 45, 46 Such a nodal transition should have dramatic consequences for low-temperature thermal transport, the details of which were studied in Ref. 47 . That paper considered the case of a conventional s-wave charge density wave (CDW) of wave vector Q = (π, 0) coexisting with d-wave superconductivity. It showed that the zero-temperature thermal conductivity vanishes, as expected, once charge order is of sufficient magnitude to gap the quasiparticle spectrum. In addition, the dependence of zero-temperature thermal transport was calculated and revealed to be disorder-dependent. Hence, in the presence of charge order, the universal-limit is no longer universal. This result is in line with the results of recent measurements 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54 of the underdoped cuprates, as well as other calculations 55, 56 .
We extend the work of Ref. 47 herein. We consider the same physical system, but employ a more sophisticated model of disorder that includes the effects of impurity scattering within the self-consistent Born approximation. We find that this self-consistent model of disorder requires that off-diagonal components be retained in our matrix self-energy. These additional components lead to a renormalization of the critical value of charge order beyond which the thermal conductivity vanishes. Furthermore, we include the contribution of vertex corrections within our diagrammatic thermal transport calculation. While vertex corrections become more important as charge order increases, especially for long-ranged impurity potentials, we find that for reasonable parameter values, they do not significantly modify the bare-bubble result.
In Sec. II, we introduce the model hamiltonian of the dSC+CDW system, describe the effect charge ordering has on the nodal excitations, and present our model for disorder. In Sec. III A, a numerical procedure for computing the self-energy within the self-consistent Born approximation is outlined. The results of its application in the relevant region of parameter space are presented in Sec. III B. In Sec. IV, we calculate the thermal conductivity using a diagrammatic Kubo formula approach, including vertex corrections within the ladder approximation. An analysis of the vertex-corrected results and a calculation of the clean-limit thermal conductivity is presented in Sec. V. Also in this section, we discuss how our self-consistent model of disorder renormalizes the nodal transition point, the value of charge order parameter at which the nodes effectively vanish. Conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL
We employ the phenomenological hamiltonian of Ref. 47 in order to calculate the low-temperature thermal conductivity of the fermionic excitations of a d-wave superconductor with a Q = (π, 0) charge density wave, in the presence of a small but nonzero density of point-like impurity scatterers. The presence of d-wave superconducting order contributes a term to the hamiltonian
where ǫ k is a typical tight-binding dispersion, and ∆ k an order parameter of d x 2 −y 2 symmetry. Due to the dwave nature of the gap, nodal excitations exist in the (±π, ±π) directions with respect to the origin. The locations of these nodes in the absence of charge ordering are close to the points (±π/2, ±π/2), and are denoted with white dots in Fig. 1 . These low energy excitations are massless anisotropic Dirac fermions. That is, the electron dispersion and pair function are linear functions of momentum in the vicinity of these nodal locations. We will refer to the slopes of the electron dispersion and pair function, defined by v f ≡ ∂ǫ k ∂k and v ∆ ≡ ∂∆ k ∂k , as the Fermi velocity and gap velocity respectively. The energy of the quasiparticles in the vicinity of the nodes is given by
, where k 1 and k 2 are the momentum displacements (from the nodes) in directions perpendicular to and parallel to the Fermi surface. The universal-limit (T → 0, Ω → 0) transport properties of these quasiparticles was explored in Ref. 12 .
While experiments have revealed evidence of a number of varieties of spin and charge order, the system described in this paper will be restricted to the addition of a sitecentered charge density wave of wave vector Q = (π, 0), which contributes a term to the hamiltonian
The charge density wave doubles the unit cell, reducing the Brillouin zone to the shaded portion seen in ) points (stars). As the charge density wave's amplitude increases, the location of the gapless excitations evolves along curved paths toward the (± π 2 , ± π 2 ) points, until ψ reaches ψc, when the spectrum becomes gapped because the nodes are nested by the charge density wave-vector. The gray dots depict the images of the nodes in the second reduced Brillouin zone. Fig. 1 . Restricting summations over momentum space to the reduced Brillouin zone, and invoking the charge density wave's time-reversal symmetry and commensurability with the reciprocal lattice, we are able to write the hamiltonian as
where
is a matrix in the basis of extended-Nambu vectors,
nodes evolve along curved paths towards the (± π 2 , ± π 2 ) points at the edges of the reduced Brillouin zone, as was noted in Ref. 44 . "Ghost" nodes, their images in what is now the second reduced Brillouin zone, evolve the same way, until the charge density wave is strong enough that the nodes and ghost nodes collide at those (±π/2, ±π/2) points. When that occurs, Q nests two of the nodes, gapping the spectrum so that low temperature quasiparticle transport is no longer possible. We define the value of ψ at which this occurs as ψ c . Due to the nodal properties of the quasiparticles, all functions of momentum space k can be parametrized in terms of a node index j, and local coordinates p 1 and p 2 in the vicinity of each node. We choose to parametrize our functions using symmetrized coordinates centered at (±π/2, ±π/2),
where we have rescaled
for the coordinate parallel to Fermi surface, and introduced the definition β ≡ v f v∆ . In this coordinate system, the displacement of the original node locations from the collision points is given by ψ c . A sum over momentum space is therefore performed by summing over nodes, and integrating over each node's contribution, as follows.
where the factor of 1 2 comes from extending the integrals to all p 1 and p 2 , rather than just the shaded part depicted in Fig. 1 , and p 0 is a high-energy cutoff.
At sufficiently low temperatures, the thermal conductivity is dominated by the nodal excitations, since phonon modes are frozen out, and other quasiparticles are exponentially rare. Using this fact, we can calculate the low temperature thermal conductivity of the system using linear response formalism.
We incorporate disorder into the model by including scattering events from randomly distributed impurities. Because the quasiparticles are nodal, only limited information about the scattering potential is needed, in particular, the amplitudes V 1 , V 2 and V 3 , for intra-node, adjacent node, and opposite node scattering respectively, as explained in Ref. 12 . We calculate the thermal conductivity using linear response formalism, wherein we obtain the retarded current-current correlation function by analytic continuation of the corresponding Matsubara correlator 57, 58 . In Ref. 47 , using a simplified model for disorder, where the self-energy was assumed to be a negative imaginary scalar, the thermal conductivity was calculated as a function of ψ, and found to vanish for ψ > ψ c . We now improve upon that result by calculating the self-energy within the self-consistent Born approximation, and by including vertex corrections within the ladder approximation in our calculation of the thermal conductivity.
III. SELF-ENERGY

A. SCBA Calculation
Within the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA), the self-energy tensor is given by
where n imp is the impurity density and V kk ′ = V kk ′ ( σ 0 ⊗ τ 3 ) accompanies each scattering event, as seen in Fig. 2 . The tilde signifies an operator in the extendedNambu basis, and the σ's and τ 's are Pauli matrices in charge-order-coupled and particle-hole spaces respectively. G(k, ω) is the full Green's function, whose relation to the bare Green's function G 0 (k, ω) and the self-energy Σ(k, ω) is given by Dyson's equation
the bare Green's function having been determined by
Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) define a set of integral equations for the self-energy Σ(k, ω). For the calculation of the universal-limit thermal conductivity, it is sufficient to find the zero-frequency limit of the self-energy. In its present form, Σ has 32 real components. Below, we demonstrate that this number can be reduced further to six components.
If we write the Green's function as
then the self-energy can be written as the set of 16 complex equations (for α = {A, B, C, D}, i = {0, 1, 2, 3})
, and the final line is realized by using the notation of Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) and completing the sum over nodes. From the symmetries of the hamiltonian, we are able to ascertain certain symmetries the bare Green's function will obey, specifically,
In addition, the realization that the integration is also symmetric with respect to exchange of p 1 and p 2 , coupled with these symmetries, lead to relations for self-energy components
so that we see a reduction from 32 components of the self-energy to 6 independent components:{Σ αi } ≡ {Σ A0 , Σ A1 , Σ A3 , Σ B0 , Σ B1 , Σ B3 }. A self-consistent selfenergy must therefore satisfy 6 coupled integral equations given by Eq. (13) .
The self-consistent calculation of the self-energy proceeds by applying the following scheme: First, a guess is made as to which self-energy components will be included. The full Green's function corresponding to such a self-energy is then obtained from Dyson's equation, Eq. (9) . The quantitative values of the Σ αi 's are then determined as follows: An initial guess for the quantitative values of each of the Σ αi 's is made, and the six integrals of Eq. (13) are computed numerically, which provides the next set of guesses for {Σ αi }. This process is repeated until a stable solution is reached. Finally, the resulting solutions must be checked that they are consistent with the initial guess for the form of Σ. If they are, the self-consistent calculation is complete.
We begin with the simplest assumption, that
, where Γ 0 is the zero-frequency limit of the scattering rate. The superscript indicates that this is the first guess for Σ. The Green's function components are computed, which gives the explicit form of Eq. (8). Upon evaluating the numerics, it is seen that this first iteration generates a nonzero (real and negative) term for Σ B1 . So, the diagonal self-energy assumption turns out to be inconsistent, in contrast to the situation for ψ = 0. We then modify our guess, assuming self-energy of the form
. The Green's function is computed again, using Dyson's equation, and the self-energy equations are obtained explicitly. It is noted that the symmetries of Eq. (14) still hold. Again, the equations (13) are solved iteratively; the result is a nonzero Σ B3 component as well. Once again, the Green's functions are modified to incorporate this term, and the iterative scheme is applied. Calculation of the self-energy based on the assumption
generates Γ 0 , B 1 , and B 3 that are much larger than any remaining terms, and hence provides the self-consistent values of Σ A0 , Σ B1 and Σ B3 . A plot of the 6 components of Σ is displayed in Fig. 3 for a representative parameter set, where we see that the three terms of the ansatz are indeed dominant. For the remainder of this paper, the effect of the Σ A1 , Σ A3 and Σ B0 components will be ignored. The self-consistent Green's functions are provided in Appendix A, while additional details of the self-energy calculation are discussed in Appendix B.
B. SCBA Results
In order to discuss the numerical results contained in this paper, it is necessary to make a note about the units employed. The following discussion of units applies as well to the numerical analysis of the results of the thermal conductivity calculation in Sec. V. Because we are studying the evolution of the system with respect to increasing CDW order parameter ψ, we wish to express energies in units of ψ c , the value of ψ which gaps the clean system. In order to do this, the cutoff p 0 is fixed such that the Brillouin zone being integrated over in Eq. (7) has the correct area. In this way, p 0 sets the scale of the product v f v ∆ ; a parameter β ≡ ity anisotropy. Then,
, so that we may eliminate the frequently occurring parameter 4πv f v ∆ by expressing lengths in units of 4 √ π a ≈ 2.25a. Impurity density n imp is thus recast in terms of impurity fractions z according to n imp = 16 π z. Finally, the parameters of the scattering potential are recast in terms of their anisotropy. We define
With these modifications, the original set of parameters,
For the work contained herein, the cutoff p 0 is fixed at p 0 = 100. The self-energy in the self-consistent Born approximation was computed for different scattering potentials as a function of impurity fraction and CDW order parameter ψ. Since it was found that three of the components, Σ A0 , Σ B1 and Σ B3 , dominate over the others, we will subsequently analyze only those three components, referring to their magnitudes as Γ 0 , B 1 , and B 3 respectively.
As z → 0, the Green's functions become impossibly peaked from a numerical point of view. For sufficiently large z, depending on the strength of the scatterers, the Born approximation breaks down. Given a scattering strength of V 1 = 110, cutoff p 0 = 100, scattering potentials that fall off slowly in k-space and velocity anisotropy ratios β ≡ v f /v ∆ = 1, 2, 3, 4, this puts the range of z in which our numerics may be applied at roughly between one half and one percent.
Some results for Σ(ψ), for several values of z, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These plots correspond to the same parameters, except that Fig. 4 illustrates the v f = v ∆ case, and Fig. 5 illustrates v f = 16v ∆ . In all cases it is seen that where the dependence of B 1 , B 3 , b 1 , and b 3 on the remaining parameters is implicit. For much of the parameter space sampled, Γ 0 does not have much ψ dependence, except that it typically rises and then falls to zero at some sufficiently large ψ < ψ c . This feature will be revisited in Sec. V, wherein it is explained that this vanishing scattering rate coincides with vanishing thermal conductivity, and corresponds to the point at which the system becomes effectively gapped and our nodal approximations break down. The value of ψ at which this occurs depends on the entire set of parameters used, and will be referred to as ψ * c . The observed z dependence is not very surprising, in light of Eq. (13). The self-energy components depend on z roughly according to
as can be seen in Fig. 6 . When ψ = 0, Γ 0 is given by the closed-form expression obtained in Ref.
Effect of disorder on charge-order-dependence of selfenergy components. This figure illustrates the case where v f = 16v∆. The scattering potential is again given by {V1, R2, R3} = {110, 0.9, 0.8}, representing a fairly shortranged potential. The plots for B1 and B3 terminate before ψ reaches ψc because for sufficiently large ψ, the excitations become gapped and our nodal approximations break down.
this precise form does not hold, but the strong z dependence of Γ 0 remains, in contrast to that of B 1 and B 3 . Note that the z dependence of B 1 and B 3 is roughly linear for ψ ≪ ψ * c . As ψ approaches ψ * c the functions diverge slightly from linearity. Results for several values of ψ < ψ * c are shown in the figure.
IV. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Thermal conductivity was calculated using the Kubo formula 57, 58 ,
where Π Ret (Ω) is the retarded thermal current-current correlation function. To find this correlator, it is necessary to first compute the appropriate thermal current operator. For our model hamiltonian, this is done in Ref. 47 with the result where a generalized velocity is defined as
where α = {f, ∆} and τ α = {τ 3 , τ 1 } for Fermi and gap velocities respectively.
To calculate a thermal conductivity that satisfies Ward identities, vertex corrections must be included on the same footing as the self-energy corrections to the single particle Green's function. The details of this calculation are similar to those performed in Appendix B of Ref. 12. The impurity scattering diagrams which contribute to the ladder series of diagrams are included by expressing the correlation function in terms of a dressed vertex, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The current-current correlation function is obtained from this dressed bubble. The bare current operator of Eq. (20) is associated with one vertex of the bubble, while the dressed vertex of Fig. 7(b) is associated with the other. Evaluating Fig. 7(a) , we find that the current-current correlation function takes the form
, and Γ n β = Γ n β (k, iω, iΩ) represents the dressed vertex depicted in Fig. 7(b) . The Greek indices denote "Fermi" and "gap" terms, while the Roman indices denote the position space components of the tensor. We use Fig. 7(b) to find the form of the vertex equation, and then make the ansatz that
which leads to the scalar equations
Looking for solutions of this form, we see that the scalar vertex function is
Since we are working with nodal quasiparticles, we utilize the parametrization of Eq. (7), so that the vertex function is now a function of node index j and local momentum p
Arbitrarily choosing j = 1, then for j ′ = {1, 2, 3, 4}
Using the node space matrix representing the 3-parameter scattering potential
we obtain for the vertex equation
Since
we can write
where (33) and
To calculate the conductivity, we will need Tr( I m αβ ) and Tr( I m αβ Λ n β ). For ψ = 0, it is possible to compute the integral in Eq. (34) analytically, but for general ψ we had to compute the integrals numerically. We note that if we write
apply the symmetry properties of Eq. (14) and reverse the order of integration of p 1 and p 2 , then I A = I D , and I B = I C , so that the most general expansion of I mn αβ in Nambu space is
Then
while if we use the same expansion for
we find
Then Eq. (29) becomes
The symmetries of G which were used to see which components of I mn αβ were 0 can also be applied to L
is required for the conductivity is i = 0, 1, we use the expansion
The thermal conductivity is obtained from the retarded current-current correlation function
where Π ret (Ω) = Π(iΩ → Ω + iδ). To get the retarded correlator we first perform the Matsubara summation. Consider the summand of Eq. 32, which we redefine according to
The function J(iω, iω+iΩ) is of the form J(iω, iω+iΩ) = f (A(iω)B(iω + iΩ)) where A and B are dressed Green's functions of a complex variable z = iω n , so that J is analytic with branch cuts occurring where z and z + iΩ are real. The Matsubara summation needed is performed by integrating on a circular path of infinite radius, so that the only contribution is from just above and just below the branch cuts,
To obtain the retarded function, we analytically continue iΩ → Ω + iδ. Then we let ǫ → ǫ + Ω in the third and fourth terms, so that
where J AR and J RR are defined by Eqs. (46) and (44) and are composed of the universal-limit Green's functions given in Appendix A. Taking the imaginary part, we find
In taking the Ω → 0 limit, the difference in Fermi functions becomes a derivative. Evaluating the integral,
3 , we find that κ That κ xy = κ yx = 0 is seen from Eq. (33). Finally, since the α = β integrals are traceless, the result for the thermal conductivity is
For a discussion of the units employed in the analysis, one can refer to Sec. III B. The reduced set of parameters for the model is {z, V 1 , R 2 , R 3 , β, p 0 , ψ}. We explored a limited region of this parameter space, calculating the integrals and solving the matrix equation numerically. In particular, we looked at the ψ dependence of κ. To vary the anisotropy of the scattering potential, we considered the {R 2 , R 3 } values of {0.9, 0.8}, {0.7, 0.6}, and {0.5, 0.3}, and kept fixed the constant c (given after Eq. (13))by appropriately modifying V 1 . For {R 2 , R 3 } = {0.9, 0.8}, we used V 1 = 110. The rationale for keeping c fixed is that the self-energy depends only on c, β and p 0 . Additionally, we explored the dependence of the thermal conductivity on impurity fraction z and velocity anisotropy β. For all computations we set the cutoff p 0 = 100; this simply fixes a particular value of the product v f v ∆ for these calculations.
A. Vertex Corrections
The importance of including the vertex corrections is determined by comparing the vertex corrected thermal conductivity with that of the bare-bubble. If
<< 1 for a region of parameter space, then in that regime the bare-bubble results can be used instead. This is of threefold practicality: the bare-bubble results are less computationally expensive, the bare-bubble expression is much simpler to analyze, and other hamiltonians could be more easily studied.
The bare bubble thermal conductivity can be obtained by setting Λ (v f /v∆ + v∆/v f ). This figure portrays the effect that a different scattering potential has on the importance of vertex corrections. Here, a longer range potential {V1, R2, R3} = {140, 0.5, 0.3} was used, again with impurity fraction z=0.01 and v f = v∆. The inset displays the discrepancy between the bare-bubble and vertex-corrected results, in units of the bare-bubble result. From this, we determine that vertex corrections make a more substantial correction as the forward scattering limit is approached, but only once the charge ordering is quite strong. (v f /v∆ + v∆/v f ). Again, a short-ranged scattering potential, {V1, R2, R3} = {110, 0.9, 0.8} and isotropic nodes (v f = v∆) are used. This figure displays the effect of a smaller impurity fraction than that depicted in Fig.8 . The inset displays the discrepancy between the bare-bubble and vertex-corrected results, in units of the bare-bubble result; since the scattering potential falls off slowly (in k-space) here, the vertex corrections are again quite unimportant. (v f /v∆ + v∆/v f ), for short-ranged scattering potential, {V1, R2, R3} = {110, 0.9, 0.8} and impurity fraction z = 0.01. These calculations differ from those of Fig.8 in that they apply to the case of a more anisotropic Dirac spectrum with v f = 9v∆. The thermal conductivity has a qualitatively similar ψ dependence, but vanishes for a smaller value of ψ than for the isotropic case. The inset displays the discrepancy between the bare-bubble and vertex-corrected results, in units of the bare-bubble result; again, the vertex corrections do not significantly modify the bare-bubble results.
representation, as in Ref 47; both methods have the same result. For impurity fraction z ranging from 0.5% to 1%, the importance of the vertex corrections is largely seen to be negligible, which implies that an analysis of the bare bubble results is sufficient.
Figs. 8-11 illustrate the vertex corrected thermal conductivities, κ V C , in the main graphs, while the insets display the relative discrepancy with respect to the bare bubble thermal conductivities
. Each is plotted as a function of the amplitude of the CDW, ψ/ψ c , where ψ c indicates the maximal CDW for which the clean system remains gapless. We will postpone analysis of the character of the thermal conductivity until Sec. V C.
To gauge the importance of the vertex corrections, we look first at Fig. 8 . The inset indicates that the vertex corrections do not signifigantly modify the bare bubble thermal conductivity. Although their importance grows somewhat with increasing ψ, the correction is still slight.
Next, Fig. 8 is used as a reference against which to consider the dependence of vertex corrections on scattering potential, impurity fraction, and velocity anisotropy. The next three figures are the results of computations with each of these parameters modified in turn. By comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 8 we conclude that the vertex corrections become more important when the scattering potential is peaked in k-space, but are unimportant for potentials that fall off slowly in k-space. Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 correspond roughly to the largest and smallest z for which these calculations are valid. Comparison of these two figures, as well as that of intermediary values of z (not displayed) indicates that the relative importance of the vertex corrections is independent of z. Nor does increasing the velocity anisotropy affect their importance, as seen by making a comparison between Fig. 8 and Fig. 11 .
B. Clean Limit Analysis
It is of great interest to consider the behavior of the thermal conductivity in the clean (z → 0) limit. Because the thermal conductivity is composed of integrals over p-space of functions which become increasingly peaked in this limit, there exists a sufficiently small z beyond which it is not possible to perform the requisite numerical integrations. However, it is still possible to obtain information about this regime. To that end, we will examine the form of the bare-bubble thermal conductivity, and consider the z → 0 limit. As we shall see, this will enable us to determine the value of ψ at which the nodal approximation, and hence this calculation, is no longer valid. Additionally, a closed-form result for the thermal conductivity in the z → 0 limit is obtained for the isotropic (v f = v ∆ ) case. The bare-bubble thermal conductivity, identical with setting Λ → 0 in Eq. (51), is
where A ≡ Γ 
We are thus considering, in the limit that A → 0, an integral of the form
Note that any nonzero contribution to this integral must come from a region in p-space in which f (p) = 0. We will consider separately the isotropic case (v f = v ∆ ) and the anisotropic case (v f > v ∆ ).
Isotropic Case
For the special case where v f = v ∆ , it is possible to calculate the integral of Eq. (52) exactly, by taking the A → 0 limit, and choosing another parametrization. The coordinates q 1 ≡ ǫ k − ǫ k+Q and q 2 ≡ ǫ k + ǫ k+Q − 1, have their origin located at the midpoint of the white and gray dots of Fig. 1 . Using these coordinates, in the A → 0 limit we find that the elements of Eq. (52) become
Now the part of the denominator not proportional to A, the f -term, is zero when
and q
In q 1 /q 2 coordinates, these are the equations of a hori- c , when charge ordering is such that the excitation spectrum becomes gapped. In the clean case, the ψ evolution corresponds to moving the line past the circle. With selfconsistent disorder, the radius of the circle and height of the line are both functions of ψ; in each instance, this construction can be used to determine the value of ψ at which the quasiparticle spectrum becomes gapped. This value of ψ is referred to as ψ * c in this paper.
zontal line and a circle, which must intersect for there to be a nonzero contribution to the integral, since each term is positive definite. In the simplified disorder treatment of Ref. 47 for which B 1 = B 3 = 0 and Γ 0 = constant, these constraints simplify to q 2 = ψ 2 and q 2 = 1, so that no contribution occurs when ψ > 1 (Note that as in the numerical analysis, ψ, being an energy, is measured in units of ψ c ). With the self-consistent treatment of disorder, there will likewise be a sufficiently large value of ψ beyond which the line and circle no longer intersect; we will call this value ψ * c (see Fig. 12 ). We interpret ψ * c as the point beyond which the system becomes effectively gapped. This is consistent with the exact result found by computing the eigenvalues of the completely clean hamiltonian (as ψ * c = ψ c in that case). In Sec. III B it was determined that B
indicates that
Since ψ * 2
We now proceed with the calculation of the clean-limit thermal conductivity. Substituting the conditions of Eq. (56) into Eq. (55), we find that the numerators become
both of which are independent of q, so that the clean limit result hinges upon the integral
The details of this integration are reported in Appendix C, with the result
We can now write the anisotropic clean limit thermal conductivity
where the Θ function is the Heaviside step function. Using the definition for ψ * c found in Eq. (59), and defining
we are able to rewrite the dimensionless conductivity in terms of parameters easily extrapolated from SCBA calculations
in which form it is clear that the thermal conductivity vanishes for ψ > ψ * c .
Anisotropic Case
For the case of anisotropic nodes, v f > v ∆ , the integral of Eq. (52) becomes intractable. However, it is still possible to predict ψ * c . Using the same q 1 /q 2 coordinates, the f -part of the denominator is again a sum of two positive definite terms. Again, the only contributions to the clean-limit thermal conductivity arise when f = 0, which again provides two equations
This defines a hyperbola and a circle, again parametrized by ψ. One instance of this is depicted in Fig. 13 . The Fig.12 is modified to contain a hyperbola and circle. When these no longer intersect, the excitation spectrum becomes gapped. Illustrated is the construction for scattering parameter values {V1, R2, R3} = {110, 0.9, 0.8}, impurity fraction z = 0.01, and with v f = 4v∆. For these parameters it was determined that the value of ψ at which the spectrum becomes gapped is given by ψ * c = 0.32ψc.
value of ψ at which these equations no longer have a solution is ψ FIG. 14: Effects of disorder on the charge-order-dependence of the bare-bubble thermal conductivity, isotropic case (v f = v∆). Note how an increase in the impurity fraction, z, broadens out the peak in the conductivity. As the disorder becomes sufficiently small, the computed conductivity (triangles and squares) attains a limiting value that closely agrees with the closed-form clean-limit results of Eq. (66) (shown with solid lines). The thermal conductivity obtained by simply letting e Σ →-iΓ0 (as in Ref . 47) is shown with dashed lines. The effect of the self-consistent disorder is to renormalize the effective ψ at which the thermal conductivity vanishes (from ψc to ψ * c ). Here, we have considered short-ranged scatterers {V1, R2, R3} = {110, 0.9, 0.8}.
C. Effect of Self-Consistent Disorder
Satisfied that vertex corrections are of little importance, we set about analyzing the form of the thermal conductivity by studying the bare-bubble results. Thermal conductivity κ was computed for β ≡ v f /v ∆ values of 1, 2, 3 and 4 (that is, for v f /v ∆ =1, 4, 9 and 16). In   FIG. 15 : Effects of disorder on the charge-order-dependence of the bare-bubble thermal conductivity, anisotropic case (v f = 16v∆). The effect of disorder is the same as in the isotropic case, which is to mix gapped and gapless states, smearing the peak in κyy across the renormalized nodal transition point, ψ * c . It is interesting to note that for this anisotropic case, ψ * c is significantly smaller than ψc. Again, we have considered short-ranged scatterers {V1, R2, R3} = {110, 0.9, 0.8}. For v f > v ∆ , the thermal conductivity has the same characteristics as for v f = v ∆ , except that ψ * c is generally smaller for larger β. The numerically computed thermal conductivities for the case of β = 4 are shown in Fig. 15 . In this figure, the value of ψ * c is computed by determining the largest value of ψ for which Eqs. (67) have a solution, and is indicated with an arrow. It is clear from these graphs that the self-consistent disorder renormalizes the amplitude of charge density wave at which the thermal conductivity vanishes, and that the amount of renormalization is heavily dependent on the velocity anisotropy ratio, and varies only slightly with changing impurity fraction.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The work described in this paper investigates the low temperature thermal conductivity of a d-wave superconductor with coexisting charge order in the presence of impurity scattering. We improve upon the model studied in Ref. 47 by incorporating the effect of vertex corrections, and by including disorder in a self-consistent manner. Inclusion of vertex corrections does not significantly modify the bare-bubble results for short range scattering potentials. The role vertex corrections play increases somewhat for longer range scattering potentials, in particular as the amplitude of charge ordering increases. Nonetheless, for reasonable parameter values, the inclusion of vertex corrections is not found to significantly modify the bare-bubble results. This opens up the possibility of doing bare-bubble calculations for models with different types of ordering.
Our analysis determined that for self-consistency, it is necessary to include off-diagonal (in extended-Nambu space) terms in the self-energy. As the charge ordering increases, the off-diagonal components become more important, and are found to dominate the self-energy in the clean limit. We also find that the zero-temperature thermal conductivity is no longer universal, as it depends on both disorder and charge order, rather than being solely determined by the anisotropy of the nodal energy spectrum.
In addition, inclusion of disorder within the selfconsistent Born approximation renormalizes, generally to smaller values, the critical value of charge ordering strength ψ at which the system becomes becomes effectively gapped. This renormalization is seen in the calculated thermal conductivity curves, and depends primarily on the impurity fraction z and velocity anisotropy v f /v ∆ . For larger v f /v ∆ , the renormalization can be significant, which may indicate that the calculated effects could be seen in low-temperature thermal transport even in systems with relatively weak charge order.
D0 (ω; p 1 , p 2 ) = G 
To obtain the retarded Green's function G Ret (ω) from the above we set
For the retarded Green's function G Ret (ω + Ω), we set ω → ω + Ω, and for the advanced Green's function G Adv (ω) we set Σ Ret → Σ Adv by taking the complex conjugate.
APPENDIX B: CUTOFF-DEPENDENCE OF SELF-ENERGY
Here we note that the self-consistent Born approximation, when applied to the nodal Green's functions used in this paper, produces a self-energy that contains a logarithmic divergence, and therefore has a prefactor that is proportional to the momentum cutoff, set by the size of the Brillouin zone. By contrast, the thermal conductivity has no such dependence, and is therefore a truly nodal property. One difficulty this introduces is that the prefactor of the self-energy is sensitive to our choice of coordinates. As the location of the nodes evolves with charge density wave order parameter ψ, computations are necessarily performed in a different local coordinate system (than one centered about a node itself). This coordinate shift in the p 1 direction introduces a constant Σ A3 term, even in the ψ = 0 instance (whereas using node-centered coordinates, the anti-symmetric integral is found to vanish). In the ψ = 0 case, a shift of ǫ corresponds to the integral I = p0+ǫ −p0+ǫ dp 1 p0 −p0 dp 2 p 1 p 2 1 + p 2 2 + Γ 2 0 .
The result is πǫ, which matches the discrepancy. We therefore subtract off the ψ = 0 value of Σ A3 ; the results shown in Fig. 3 reflect this recalibration, as do the subsequent iterations of the self-energy calculation.
APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF CLEAN LIMIT INTEGRAL
For the clean limit of the thermal conductivity we need the integral
in the limit A → 0. With the substitution
To simplify the angular integrand, we get rid of the sin θ term by shifting θ → θ + α. Then, the last two terms of Eq. C3 become 
We set the coefficient of the second term on the RHS of Eq. (C4) to 0, so that the first term becomes
where the RHS of Eq. (C5) is obtained by setting sin α ≡ k 2 /r, where r = r(x) is an undetermined function of x. With this substitution, Eq. (C3) becomes 
after shifting θ → θ − α, and noting the evenness of the θ integral. The integral is found in standard integration tables 59 , and noting that (1 ± a) 2 + Aγ ≥ 0, we obtain I = 
are the intersections of the curves y 2 + k 
